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Abstract: Increasing energy efficiency of the housing stock is one of the largest challenges in the built environment today. In line with the international Paris-Climate-Change-Conference 2015, Dutch municipalities and housing associations have embraced the ambition to achieve carbon neutrality for their social housing stock by 2050. However, most deep renovation designs for increasing the energy efficiency of dwellings focus on the relatively easy portion of the housing stock: postwar row housing. Furthermore, such design solutions are mostly produced without much care for architectural quality and cultural heritage, nor for testing for consumer preferences. Yet, such aspects are of major importance in tenement housing, particularly regarding the architectural quality of the huge numbers of walk-up apartment buildings from the inter- and postwar periods owned by housing associations in the larger cities. Renovation of buildings of this typology is more complex because of, among others, technical, social, and heritage factors. To support decisions in this complex context, a General Transformation Framework and a Roadmap has been developed for generating design solutions for deep renovation of representative parts of postwar walk-up apartment buildings with the aim to increase energy efficiency; retain its architectural legibility and cultural heritage value; and allow for the presentation of (end) users, with various options for adaptation to assess their preferences.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Carbon Neutrality by 2050

Increasing energy efficiency of our housing stock is one of the largest challenges of the built environment today—a challenge that has been embraced in the Netherlands, as well as many other countries. In line with the international Paris-Climate-Change-Conference 2015, Dutch municipalities have embraced the ambition to achieve carbon neutrality for the social housing stock by 2050.
According to the European Energy Performance of Building Directive (EPBD) [1], by 2020 all new buildings must meet the ‘BENG’-norm, meaning that they must be almost energy neutral [2]. Dutch housing associations organisation Aedes has promised that their average affordable housing stock is going to have Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) label B by 2021 [3]. The recently published ‘housing agenda’ 2017–2021 of Aedes promises a carbon neutral housing stock for all Dutch housing associations by 2050 [4]. In recent years, many concepts and design solutions have been developed for energy efficient retrofitting of the (Dutch) housing stock [5]. These solutions target different levels of energy efficiency using insulation alone, ranging from small upgrade of the energy label, most commonly up to label B, to achieving zero-energy demand, referred to as Nul-op-de-meter NOM. However, most of these solutions focus on the relatively easy part of the housing stock: row-housing. This can be partly explained by the huge share of terraced housing in the Netherlands (70%) and the fact that these dwellings are (technically) relatively easy to renovate on a one by one basis. Recent research has also shown that current design and implementation processes are very often fragmented and not efficient [6]. Although there are some examples of projects trying to minimize construction time along with energy reduction, using methods such as prefabrication of the components, a deep renovation in inhabited state is possible. At the same time, current design solutions are not transferable to significant parts of the housing stock in larger cities. For example, approaches that have recently been developed for row-housing emphasize a ‘one stop shop’ approach in which individual dwellings are renovated within a few days to the level of zero energy use [7]. For other parts of the housing stock, other approaches may be more proven to be more effective, ranging from more intensive approaches (e.g., block by block renovation) to less intensive approaches, such as applying ‘slow architecture’, in which the energy efficiency and architectural quality of dwellings are gradually increased over a number of years. Moreover, current design solutions are mainly supply-driven, being developed by contractors for professional clients (mainly housing associations). Demand preferences and cultural heritage values that play a particularly important role in the transformation of the older parts of the housing stock in the larger cities are not explicitly addressed in the design process or in the choice of design alternatives [8]. There is still a lot of research to be done, especially for walk-up apartment buildings, which constitute an important part of the stock, although it is particularly challenging to make them carbon neutral. Particularly in the larger cities, there is a major challenge to create attractive and feasible design solutions or strategies to walk-up apartment buildings.

1.2. Integrated Approach

In response to the problem in current practice as described above, energy efficient renovation is not only to be viewed as a technological challenge but as an architectural and social challenge as well. Many of the more complicated parts of the housing stock, particularly in the larger cities, have specific architectural, urban, and cultural heritage qualities that can be retained or ruined by deep renovation. Moreover, the legibility of architecture or cultural heritage values is not always taken into account in design solutions that have been developed by contractors or housing associations. In developing solutions, a major design challenge is to find an architectural balance between existing and newly added qualities when designing the renovation of housing blocks with specific architectural heritage values. Such a balance can be found through a careful analysis of the architectural and cultural value of the existing, original building, by recording which characteristics must be preserved and which may be modified in order to improve the technical performance of a building. Newly added materials and components often affect the original appearance. Replacement components with larger dimensions, featuring different materials or textures, may have major implications for the overall image of the building. Newly added materials and components often affect the original appearance. Replacement components with larger dimensions, featuring different materials or textures, may have major implications for the overall image of the building. Figure 1 shows four examples of successful deep renovations.

The use of design tools is necessary to make balanced choices about which solutions best fit in the structure of the building, weighing needs of users and owners but also principles associated with the
architectural appearance or even culture-historical values of the building in relation to its environment. Furthermore, in case of energy efficient renovation, climate measures such as heating and cooling, solar shading, and ventilation have to be carefully integrated into the total design, technically as well as architecturally. Therefore, our research is both technically and conceptually oriented. On the one hand, it begins with the technical requirements of effective designs for increasing the energy efficiency. On the other hand, its primary concern is incorporating architectural quality, as well enabling testing for consumer preferences as a means to evaluate design solutions. Through ex ante testing for consumer preferences, design models can be developed that are most likely to be adopted by the market.

To help address the challenge above, this article presents the development of a General Transformation Framework (GTF) of postwar walk-up apartment buildings, which allows for the development of design alternatives for energy efficient retrofitting, taking into account architectural heritage values, as well as enabling testing for consumer preferences and a Roadmap of interventions of this housing stock. The article starts with a general description of the object of our research: the characteristics of the buildings (including cultural and architectural values) and challenges (particularly concerning energy efficiency) of walk-up apartment buildings. Subsequently, we discuss the GTF, which combines energy efficiency measures with design solutions that respect the architectural values of these buildings. We illustrate how this GTF can be used by generating alternative design solutions for one exemplary case. Finally, we discuss the results of a validation session of the GTF and the questioners list with architects and representatives from client housing associations and present a Roadmap as our conclusion.
1.3. Research Framework

There are many studies dealing with deep renovation or energy efficiency of walk-up apartment buildings, usually done by housing associations, consultancies, or institutes like TU-Delft. There are inventories of neighbourhoods with walk-up apartment buildings dealing with the urban and architectural qualities. There are architectural assessment methods developed by the Cultural Heritage Agency and the municipality of Amsterdam [9–11]. Additionally, there are studies about the experience of inhabitants during the transformation of these neighbourhoods [12,13]. However, these studies usually focus on one of the issues: refurbishment, heritage, or people.

The University of Technology Eindhoven published some promising articles with an integral approach [14,15], building on Elkington’s [16] people, planet, and profit. Different areas of sustainability in the built environment are defined as economic, social, and environmental.

However, rapid developments in society are changing the ambitions of municipalities and the state. The carbon neutrality of the housing stock and construction industry is currently the most important challenge. Older studies usually focused on the energy demands of the housing stock.

Another issue is the locality and contextual circumstances to solve the problems of energy efficiency. Studies from abroad are difficult to use in this research. Contextual parameters such as policy of municipalities on the energy transition, changing Dutch laws and bylaws on energy and housing, and the local situation on the housing marked are difficult to compare. It is probably for this reason that one of the best studies in this field in not translated [17,18]. It is an inventory about walk-up apartment buildings and deep renovation guidelines by the Dansk Bygningsarv. Heritage and energy efficiency are combined with smart solutions. However, this study has his limits; it only focuses on postwar Danish brickwork architecture, and consumer preferences are not taken into account.

Building on these article and books, the aim of this article is to develop GTF of the post war walk-up apartment buildings, a framework of feasible interventions regarding energy efficiency, architectural qualities and consumer preferences, and an ideal model or Roadmap [19,20].

Figure 2. Research framework RTD. This article summarizes the characteristics of the walk-up apartment buildings and describes the research process and results of postwar walk-up apartment buildings; the research of the interwar walk-up apartment buildings will be published by 2019.

The method to achieve this goal is Research through Design (RTD) [21–23]. Figure 2 shows the different steps in the research. RTD is a scientific inquiry with deep renovation proposals that takes advantage of the unique insights gained through design practice to provide a better understanding of complex transformation and intervention issues. This is a multi-disciplinary research with different fields of knowledge and methods. Attractive and feasible design alternatives are produced for renovation of a selection of housing types that represent a relatively large proportion of postwar walk-up apartment buildings.
buildings. These designs are categorized in a GTF and are used in the questionnaires. The design alternatives are tested for user preferences by employing a discrete choice modelling method, resulting in design solutions (roadmap) that are likely to be accepted by users. Both design and research are activities that are typically initiated for a contextually situated purpose. In summary, the problem is the fragmentation of knowledge and lack of design solutions to increase the energy efficiency and architectural quality of this housing stock, as well as the lack of insight into how the market will respond to various design alternatives—the latter being caused to a large extent by lack of empirical evidence, thereby increasing the need for testing consumer preferences on the basis of artefacts. In RTD, the case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a phenomenon within the real-life context; this provides multiple sources of evidence and the opportunity to generalize a theory. Design alternatives are ideas and were developed for the renovation of the most generic walk-up apartment building and tested for user preferences with questionnaires. This RTD method is necessary to develop the GTF, amid real-life conditions. Validation of the GTF and the design strategy will be done with test cases in collaboration with housing associations and architects. This method makes it possible to recapitulate the research.

2. Overview and Characteristics of Walk-Up Apartment Blocks from Inter- and Postwar Period

2.1. Walk-Up Apartment Building Inventory Framework

The aim of walk-up apartments in the Netherlands was to provide affordable housing in the rapid growing urban regions in inter- and postwar period. The walk-up apartment building is one of the flagships of the Dutch welfare state, provides many people with an affordable apartment in the city regions, and is in built in huge amounts. As pointed out, there are already good overviews dealing with social housing in general [24] and different municipalities [25–30]. There are inventories of municipalities and neighbourhoods [31–34]. Building on the cultural and architectural framework of Cultural Heritage Agency and the municipality of Amsterdam, buildings criteria were developed that required the development of a typology and GTF.

- Cultural, historical, and urban context.
- Variations of indoor environments and floorplans (woontechnisch).
- Construction techniques, materials, and amenities in the apartments (bouwtechnisch).
- Institutes and persons of significant meaning.
- Policy, protocols, laws, and bylaws of significant meaning.
- Intentions of stakeholders (architects, institutes, municipalities).

The goal of this inventory framework is to identify the different building types of the Dutch walk-up apartment building family and to describe the characteristic floorplans, construction techniques, materials, and intentions of stakeholders. This data is necessary for developing the GTF, and collecting quantitates data with questionnaires about consumer preferences in relation to the refurbishment and architectural qualities.

2.2. Overview and Typology

Dutch walk-up apartment buildings of the postwar period are mostly owned by housing associations, and the interwar apartments are partly owned by housing associations or by the inhabitants. The majority was built during two periods: between 1916 and 1926 (the interwar types) and between 1946 and 1965 (the postwar types). These time frames are related to several protocols like the Housing Act of 1901–1902, municipality building bylaws, and laws about financing dwellings. Today, 2016, in the Netherlands there are still 799,56 apartments of all types from the period 1906–1965 left. That is about 10.47 percent of the current Dutch housing stock. In Amsterdam there are still 155,456 apartments (36.6%), in Rotterdam 104,014 (33.4%), in Den Haag 107,253 (42.4%), and in Utrecht 29,482 (19.7%) [35]. This adds up to about 400,000 apartments in the four cities (we assume the most of these buildings have walk-up apartments).
Social reformers had a great influence on the design of these floorplans. For example, the bed cabinet (alkoof) that was still often used in the nineteenth century became prohibited. Parents and children got separated bedrooms (9–10 m² and 5 m²) and, if possible, also girls and boys had separate bedrooms. The kitchen was separated from the living and became a space for just preparing food, not for having dinner, like farmers would. For that reason the kitchen was between 5 and 6 square meters and directly connected to a shallow balcony at the garden side, as well as a laundry space. The balcony was used to dry clothes and featured storage space in an outside cabinet [24].

The postwar subtypes are again derived from the interwar types. The most successful postwar floorplan in the categories piled, poured, or dry prefabricated construction methods, which was adopted for about 40.9 percent of all social housing units of the era, was Keuzeplan P45.001 or type E3, designed by the architect E.F. Groosman (1917–1999). The success of type E3 was based on the required housing differentiation by municipalities. Type E3 has two and three bedroom variations. About 80 percent of the apartments have more or less the same size and spatial arrangement with two or three bedrooms and an average of 50–70 square meters of useful floor area. Municipalities usually require buildings with apartments: 10 percent one bedroom, 40 percent two bedrooms, 40 percent three bedrooms, and 10 percent had more than three bedrooms. There was not much differentiation of floorplans of walk-up apartment buildings in the postwar period [24,36].

Despite many similarities, there are also important differences between walk-up apartment buildings that need to be mentioned. Figures 3 and 4 show the different apartment buildings types from the Netherlands. On the basis of the inventory, four subtypes of buildings can be defined:

1. Interwar buildings using traditional construction methods from Amsterdam, similar to building types of the European metropoles of the nineteenth century;
2. Interwar buildings using traditional construction methods from Den Haag, derived from the traditional Dutch boven-beneden-woning from the fin siècle, with two apartments on top of each other, each with its own entrance door;
3. Postwar buildings using mixed construction methods, i.e., traditional (brickwork loadbearing walls, and façade) and prefabricated construction components (foundation piles and beams, floor elements, and stairs);
4. Postwar buildings using construction systems, i.e., the dry assemblage of prefabricated construction components.

![Figure 3](image-url)

**Figure 3.** Four subtypes. **Top left:** subtype 1 interwar traditional construction methods Amsterdam. **Top right:** subtype 2 interwar traditional construction methods Den Haag. **Bottom left:** subtype 3 postwar mixed construction methods. **Bottom right:** subtype 4 postwar construction systems. Pictures are from the municipal picture data banks of Den Haag Amsterdam and Utrecht.
2.2. Interwar Walk-Up Apartment Buildings

The interwar walk-up apartment buildings are usually part of a perimeter city block of three to four storeys, and the façade was on the building line. Buildings are directly following the carefully designed urban spaces. For that reason, the blocks could be folded or irregular, leading to exceptions in the floorplans of corner apartments. The gardens inside the blocks are usually private, although some are known to be collective, and balconies are shallow. All storeys, including the plinth, feature dwellings [37–40]. In Amsterdam there are usually four stacked units located on a closed stairwell and sharing one service shaft. The four-storey volumes have an urban character, typically featuring a pitched roof over an attic with storage space [27,41–43]. In Den Haag there are usually six units located around an open stair well and two service shafts. The blocks have a flat roof and, usually, three storeys, and are less urban in their scale and architectural character [28,29,36,44]. In Rotterdam, a somewhat similar type was used, but the bedrooms of all apartments were located on the top floor under a flat roof. These types have three or four storeys and usually feature deep apartments, because each apartment has its own staircase to the bedroom floor [45,46]. In both cities, the front door was supposed to be directly at the street (Rotterdam) or at least in the open air (Den Haag). In the interwar period, about 35 percent of the apartments had one bedroom, 31–34 percent two bedrooms, 21–25 percent three bedrooms, 6 percent four bedrooms, and 2–4 percent more than four bedrooms [36].

The buildings have a traditional construction system with brickwork loadbearing walls and façades, floors made of fir beams and boards, and windows and doors made of pine. The foundations, which are usually supported by wooden piles, are mostly made of brickwork and, occasionally, in

---

**Figure 4.** Typology of the Dutch tenement apartment building. Graphic by Leo Oorschot.
Amsterdam, of reinforced concrete. In Den Haag, the foundations are directly embedded in the sand [47]. The buildings feature basic service systems: usually a coal stove or sometimes block heating and natural ventilation depending on brickworks shunts and operable windows. In the sixties and seventies of the past century, all the apartments were provided with their own central heating with natural gas.

The architecture of these buildings is mostly referred to as Dutch brickwork rationalism, usually a simple brickwork façade with openings for windows and doors inspired on the ideas and works of H.P. Berlage (1856–1934) about a collective architecture. In architectural terms, Den Haag referred to the so called New The Hague School and Amsterdam to the expressionism of the Amsterdam School, although—despite some exceptions—these styles were associated with the more expensive buildings for middle and upper class families. The affordable walk-up apartment buildings of housing associations had usually a restrained architectural expression. Amsterdam and Den Haag played an important role in the development of the interwar types. Both municipalities had social democratic dominance in the City Council and Administration. Directors of the town planning and housing departments of these cities were important social reformers and introduced several bylaws. In Den Haag this was P. Bakker Schut (1877–1952), and in Amsterdam A. Keppler (1867–1941) [27,29].

2.4. Postwar Walk-Up Apartment Buildings

In 2016, in the Netherlands there are still 409,363 apartments of the postwar period 1945–1965 left. That is about 15.1 percent of the current Dutch housing stock. In Amsterdam, there are still 39,465 apartments (10.6%); in Rotterdam, 40,715 (17.4%); in Den Haag, 37,831 (19%); and in Utrecht, 15,076 (17.9%) [35]. This is about 133,087 apartments in the four cities; we assume that most of these buildings have walk-up apartments. In the postwar period, about 55 percent of the housing production was subsidized and built by housing associations and municipalities [24].

The postwar walk-up apartment buildings are usually linear buildings of four to five storeys with four to eight stair wells each with eight apartments and a shared front door. The ideal orientation of the buildings is north-north-west to south-south-east with the living oriented towards the sun (west to south side) and the kitchen and stair well at the shadow-side (the east to north). However, only as an exception, the buildings were all oriented on the sun; usually they are efficient urban ensembles such as open urban blocks with four to eight linear buildings around a semi-public court yard, in spite of the CIAM ideals about the sun. Buildings are built-to line of the expansion plan and usually have a front garden. There are usually eight apartments in two stacks of four units around a closed stair well. Roofs are often flat or slightly pitched, and storage space is provided in the (half) basement, and later at the ground floor [27,29,36]. The image of the architecture developed from the early to the late postwar period was defined by cities and limited by the National State. The directives for the architectural design of buildings were usually described in architectural guidelines as an annex to the urban expansion plans. City Councils and Administrations approved these plans and guidelines and nominated supervisors to control the architectural quality. As Figure 5 shows the first period expensive ceramic products such as roof tiles and brick for garden walls were used, sometimes with ornaments and beautiful entrances with window frames to the roof. Later, flat or shed roofs with bitumen roofing became more common, garden walls disappeared, and window frames spanning from floor to floor were introduced to avoid expensive brickwork spandrels and concrete panels in the façade. The change in architecture was the consequence of directives from the ministry about reducing cost by avoiding expensive materials (ceramic); a lack of skilled labour; and new ideas about modern architecture, standardisation, and industrialisation [24,48].

In the early postwar period, the heating was originally based on coal-fuelled stoves or district/block heating, and there were no ventilation systems. In the sixties and seventies of the last century, the heating system was changed into central heating with natural gas. After the energy crisis in the seventies, single glazing was increasingly replaced by insulating glass units, often calling for the simultaneous replacement of window frames. The improved air-tightness of the new windows and doors necessitated the introduction of mechanical ventilation systems. In the period 1946–1965, there were 235,000 apartments
(53.4%) built by small and middle contractors with a mixed construction method: traditional brickwork loadbearing walls and façades combined with prefabricated construction components for foundation piles and beams, floors, and stairs. Between 1948 and 1961, about 205,000 apartments (46.6%) were built by larger contractors, introducing more complex building methods and construction systems like Airey (from the UK), Korrelbeton, RBM I, Rottinghuis, Bakker, Muwi, Pronto, VAM, BMB (from the UK), Coignet (from France), and Elementum Larsen & Nielsen (from Denmark). These construction methods are usually divided in three categories: piled, poured, or dry prefabricated, all of which were for exclusive use by licensees [49]. Because of the demand of houses, municipalities like Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Den Haag, and Utrecht entered into direct agreements with construction companies regarding massive and continuous construction flows, the so-called continucontracts. Some of these contractors became licensees for foreign construction systems featuring the dry assemblage of mass-produced prefabricated components. To avoid high transport costs between the factory and the building site, local production was set up, and, consequently, most methods are linked to specific city regions. These buildings have an industrial expression that is linked to the postwar period. After a change of the conditions for financing social houses in Voorschriften en Wenken of 1965, elevators became obligatory for apartments with a floor above 11.20 m. Only a walk-up apartment building of three storeys without a storage space on the ground floor was possible, which rendered the walk-up tenement apartment building no longer feasible [48]. This triggered a new suburban building type: the galleried apartment building or flat, which usually features around ten storeys, new service and construction technology, and multiple elevators.

Figure 5. Walk-up apartment buildings in Den Haag owned by housing associations. The change in architecture was the consequence of directives from the ministry about reducing cost by avoiding expensive materials (ceramic); a lack of skilled labour; and new ideas about modern architecture, standardisation, and industrialisation. Top pictures involve early postwar architecture from the neighbourhood Moerwijk, and bottom pictures show late postwar architecture from the neighbourhood Mariahoeve. The pictures on the left involve the Muwi construction system, and the pictures on the right show the Korrelbeton system. Only in some specific cases (Airey, Coignet) is there a clear relationship between architecture and construction system. Pictures by Leo Oorschot.
3. Challenges for Adapting Walk-Up Apartment Buildings

3.1. Deep Renovation in Uninhabited or Inhabited State

In the past, several assessments about the quality of walk-up apartment buildings and the possibilities of adapting this housing stock have been pursued, but with a different focus. Various problems were identified in the past and described by researchers dealing only with postwar walk-up apartment buildings, usually in uninhabited state [50–53]. In structural terms, there are principle differences between inter- and postwar tenement blocks. In the interwar period, the loadbearing masonry walls and façades provided stability to the buildings. However, the dimensions of the loadbearing parts are minimal, prohibiting the addition of extra weight on top. Brick walls and facades are easily damaged by vibrations of heavy traffic and salt. Due to the wooden floors, the fire and smoke resistance between the apartments is poor, as is the sound-proofing. Postwar buildings on the other hand typically have reinforced concrete loadbearing frames, including concrete floors and roofs, reducing such problems. The concrete roofs are usually lighter, with less reinforcement, and have a limited loadbearing capacity. These different characteristics naturally lead to different current strategies for deep renovation [54–56]. The interwar subtypes with brick walls and wooden floors are mostly refurbished according to the box-in-box renovation method, and in an uninhabited state structural repair of brickwork and foundations makes this necessary. This intervention is expensive, partly because the inhabitants need to be compensated for moving house. Street façades are usually renovated to their original appearance. Usually, the floorplans are renewed. Fire and smoke protection and noise reduction techniques between apartments are applied. Outdated service systems, pipes, and ducts are replaced, and asbestos is removed. Kitchens, bathrooms and toilets are renewed. The interwar Amsterdam subtype could add about 20 percent of useable floor space under the pitched roof, which would make the deep renovation less expensive. The interwar Den Haag subtype does not have that possibility. Some postwar construction systems like Airey also have wooden floors and are renovated following the box-in-box method as well. In postwar apartment buildings, often the building skin is refurbished to comply at least with energy label B, and the kitchen, bathroom, and toilet equipment’s are replaced. However, deep renovation in inhabited state is nowadays necessary because of the stagnation of tenant mobility of the last years. This is only possible with postwar apartment buildings.

3.2. Stagnation of Tenant Mobility and the Necessity of Renovation in Inhabited State

The change of the Housing Act of 1 July 2015 had a profound influence on the renovation of the housing stock. Before the economic crisis and the announcement of the new Housing Act, housing associations emphasized a demolition and replacement approach for many four storey apartment blocks, among others, as part of their objectives to stimulate differentiation in household income in neighbourhoods. Between 1995 and 2015, housing association built, usually, 30 percent units for lower income and 70 percent for other income groups. The Housing Act, however, stimulates housing associations to focus their activities on the lower income households, so they now try to maintain affordable housing stock and emphasize renovation strategies instead of demolition. Moreover, the high pressure on the housing market in larger cities makes it difficult to move out tenants for renovation and demolition purposes. The current stagnation of tenant mobility and the need for affordable dwellings is an important reason to develop renovation strategies that are possible while inhabitants stay in their apartment.

3.3. The Impact of the Energy Transition

As pointed out, one of the key challenges is energy efficiency of apartment buildings. Residential energy consumption has two components. The energy demand related to heating or cooling depends on the level of insulation of the skin of the building, the EPC. The energy demand related to the behaviour and size of the household. A household with children is using much more hot domestic
water than someone who lives alone. Because of the shape of the buildings, there is not much space on the roof to have PV-panels or Solar Collectors; therefore, apartment blocks always need an external renewable energy source for heating or cooling. In the Dutch situation, the carbon footprint of construction or material is not yet taken into account; only the use of energy is supposed to be carbon neutral by 2050 and renewable. In the Metropole Region Amsterdam [57] and Metropole Region Rotterdam and Den Haag [58] and the Region Utrecht [59], the old gas networks from the period 1963–1968 are removed, and the existing district heat network will be extended and connected to a large open regional heat network. However, in most scenarios of the government and Dutch institutes, there will be a mix of systems to provide heat to dwellings by 2050 [60–65]:

1. Regional and open heat network (70 °C) sources are industrial waste energy (EfW), geothermal energy (BTES), aquifer thermal energy storage (ATES), and biomass.
2. All electric building and smart grid with renewable electricity. Sometimes it is in combination with individual heat pomp (50 °C or 70 °C) on the roof, with air as heat source.
3. All electric building and smart grid with renewable electricity, in combination with collective building heat network (50 °C or 70 °C) and seasonal thermal energy storage (STES).

In the Heating Act (2014), no regard was given to the position of housing associations as regards the heating of their buildings, heating supposed to be provided by the free market. However, in the older Tenant Act, the position of housing associations in providing heat to tenants was already described. Since 6 March 2018, the government has decided to change the Heating Act, and housing associations will be excluded.

A problem is that the EfW is not carbon neutral; there is only the promise that EfW is replaced by BTES or ATES by 2050. Another problem is that a heat network only delivers heat, and in the case of a geothermal energy after about 30 years, the temperature is to low, and possibly a new heat source is needed. Furthermore, during the year, the demand of heat is low in the Dutch climate zone; only in winter time there is a peak in the demand. The dimensions of the heat network are designed to deliver only in the winter peak; therefore, the investments are enormous, and it is still unclear who will be investing in these heat networks. In the end, tenants will pay for the expensive new infrastructure. The most efficient way to provide heating and cooling is with electric buildings with smart grid and block heating with seasonal thermal energy storage STES, low temperature heating LTH, and apartments with a low energy demand (label A/B) [66]. For residents, this is the most advantageous option, since it means a low energy bill for tenants and higher investment costs for housing associations. However, a problem is the capacity of the smart grid at the moment. The most likely option is a regional open heat network. In the municipality of Den Haag, this has been already decided concerning the postwar neighbourhoods [67,68].

3.4. Architectural Value of Postwar Walk-Up Apartment Buildings

In the GTF, architectural quality is partly a starting point and partly an option in terms of consumers’ preferences. In Amsterdam and Den Haag, most interwar neighbourhoods are protected by the municipality. Some interwar neighbourhoods in Amsterdam are protected by the state. According to the method developed in municipality of Amsterdam and the current practice, only the façade is taken into account as heritage. In by the municipality heritage-protected neighbourhoods (gemeentelijk bescherm stadsgezicht), only the street façade is protected. And regard is not given by housing association to the quality of floorplans, details, materials of the interior such as woodworks of doors and doorposts or cabins, and the façade on the garden side. Postwar neighbourhoods are only in some exceptional cases protected by municipalities. We identified distinguishing characteristics of each of the four subtypes.

All interwar types have a brickwork façade with windows. The Amsterdam buildings have a real urban character with four stories, vertical lines, and a closed staircase with, usually, four apartments and an impressive roof (subtype 1). The social housing was usually in simple brickwork rationalism,
and the more expensive buildings are in the style of expressionistic Amsterdam School architecture. The Den Haag/Rotterdam types usually have three and, sometimes, four stories and a flat roof (subtype 2). In the interwar period, there was a bylaw that all front doors must be direct on the street in open air. The Den Haag types have a building depth of about 10 m; the apartments on the 2e and 3e floors have their front door in an open stair case on the first floor. Usually, the architecture is in simple brickwork rationalism, and sometimes in beautiful Haagse School architecture. Rotterdam types have a depth up to 15 m, because each apartment has its own stair case. Architects from Amsterdam, Den Haag, and Rotterdam are working in all municipalities, and there was lot collaboration. The differences between these characteristics were due to local bylaws. As pointed out, in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and Den Haag, only street façades are protected with regard to heritage aspects, not interior and garden façades with shallow balconies.

In the postwar period, there are two main types: buildings using mixed construction methods (subtype 3) and buildings using construction systems, i.e., the dry assemblage of prefabricated construction components (subtype 4). The urban plans of the postwar period are different. Buildings are solitary objects in ensembles. Subtype 3 is usually brickwork buildings with a fenestration of windows and doors, which, in the beginning, have roofs with tiles and, later, flat or mono-pitched roofs with a cheaper bituminous material. As pointed out, the quality of the architecture was defined in guidelines of each architectural expansion plan and implemented by a supervisor. Subtype 4 is what many people recognize as real postwar architecture with a rational or industrial character. Brickwork and pitched roofs have almost disappeared and concrete construction elements and window frames floor to floor appear. In particular, this industrial characteristic has cultural and architectural value; in Amsterdam, with the Airey-buildings; in Den Haag and Groningen, with the neighbourhood with Rottinghuis buildings; and in Utrecht, with the VAM-buildings.

In the Beauty of Amsterdam, the municipality of Amsterdam is using an architectural value assessment with the parameters: urban ensemble quality and architectural quality of the building of inter- and postwar period [11]. They are divided into four categories: basic, C, B, and A. Basic has low urban quality, category C is in a characteristic area and has an urban quality, category B is in a protected area with protected street facades, category A is a highly protected neighbourhood, and all buildings are supposed to be conserved with a refurbishment. The design and test cases of the interwar period in our GTF are all in a category B area. Renovation architect Gert Jan te Velde made a scheme to assess small renovations. In summary, in the GTF we consider the street façade as an important part of a highly esteemed urban ensemble.

3.5. Starting Point of the GTF

In the herein reported development of GTF, we have been focusing on the postwar walk-up apartment buildings subtype 4, buildings with characteristic façades using construction systems, i.e., the dry assemblage of prefabricated construction components. Starting points have been the current renovation strategies, lack of tenant mobility, and decisions made (or likely to be made) by municipalities about heat networks.


4.1. Triple Bottom Line: Planet, Profit, and People

The GTF starts with identifying feasible interventions for improving the energy efficiency of the walk-up apartment buildings. We based our GTF on the triple bottom line: planet, profit, and people, a framework developed by Elkington with three aspects: environmental, social, and financial, to evaluate performance from a comprehensive perspective. The triple bottom line planet, profit, and people is employed as the basic structure of the choice matrix for interventions from which design alternatives can be composed.
Planet, in the GTF, refers to a cluster of technical interventions that can be employed to improve the energy efficiency and indoor quality of the apartments. If the building skin is refurbished and air tightness provided, then two problems will appear: The ventilation will not work appropriately, and because the noise outside is reduced, tenants experience more noise between apartments. According to preliminary research by housing associations, moisture and noise are two main problems in relation to refurbishing the skin of the building. The indoor climate of the apartments must be treated as an integrated healthy phenomenon with heat, fresh air, and low noise level. For this reason, we treat these three aspects as one intervention.

Profit in the GTF refers to a cluster of interventions that deal with the investment of housing associations (and in the end the rent of the tenants). When it is possible to extend the building or enlarge the units on the roof or garden side, then housing associations make more profit and have more possibilities to invest in the expensive adaptions of their housing stock.

People in the GTF refer to a cluster of socio-cultural interventions related to the functional and cultural heritage qualities. By regulation, 70 percent of the tenants must agree with the deep renovation. These blocks have a narrative value for their inhabitants. Of course, sometimes adaptions must be done to improve the quality of the building. Using a cultural and architectural value assessment, the different parts of the buildings were given a positive, indifferent, or negative value. Preliminary research showed the importance of refurbishing and/or replacing the kitchen, bathroom, and toilet areas. Spaces on the garden side and connected to a shallow balcony. This area is lacking service and storage space.

4.2. Intervention of Design Case VAM Walk-Up Apartment Buildings Utrecht (Figures 6–8)

The VAM walk-up apartment building, constructed between 1960 and 1964, Camera Obscura in the neighbourhood Overvecht in Utrecht, is used as design case. This apartment building has floorplan type E3, and a characteristic post war façade with and assemblage of dry prefabricated construction components as concrete façade elements and window frames. The concrete façade elements and balconies are in excellent condition; the window frames were already replaced in seventieths and are in a bad condition and need to be replaced once more. The brick façade on the ground floor near the storage space is in a bad condition. In line with planet, profit and people all the interventions are categorized by planet, profit, and people. With each intervention, the consumer has two or three options in the questionnaires.

Planet: energy efficiency and improved indoor quality apartments. The focus in this GTF is energy efficiency and not circular construction or renovation techniques. However, in the designs alternatives, we chose materials and techniques with a low CO$_2$ footprint (with PV panels as exception). With the LCC and renovation expenses, we took account of circular use of techniques and material according the method that was developed.

1. **Reduce energy demand in relation to heating and/or cooling.** By insulation and air tightness of the skin of the building: applying low temperature heating (LTH) 50 °C, improved ventilation with natural inlet and mechanical outlet with CO$_2$ and moisture detection, and insulation level label B or more. Energy used for domestic hot water or electricity is not taken into account.

2. **Noise reduction between the apartments.** As consequence of the new air tightness of the façade, street noise is disappearing, but noise between apartments is now clearly recognized by inhabitants. Noise is to be reduced by applying a floating floor. However, a floating floor is usually constructed in an uninhabited apartment.

3. **Use renewable energy.** As pointed out, the aim of energy efficiency is carbon neutrality by 2050. In some neighbourhoods, there is the possibility of a heat network. For this reason, we only have taken renewable energy systems into account that are related to the apartment building: photovoltaic panels for electricity and solar collector for domestic hot water.
Profit: the strategy of housing associations’ is to provide affordable apartments. Their main strategy is to make more buildings by extending or adding apartments. More floor space means more rent/income of a housing association, usually over a period of 30 years. Expensive interventions that bring quality are financed in this way.

4. **Add floor space to apartments.** More floor space means more income for housing associations and often more quality in the apartments. Furthermore, there is an opportunity to use that space partly as new service space, pipes, and ducts. One can adapt the balcony on the garden side to glass-covered greenhouse or create a new greenhouse on the garden side.

5. **Refurbish the storage space to a visual open collective space.** Create new secure and open collective storage space on the ground floor. Social security is an important issue in postwar neighborhoods; visual closed storage spaces on the ground floor are not acceptable anymore. Furthermore, new visual open storage spaces are connecting points of electric bicycles and scoot mobiles.

6. **Add new apartments in the building.** More apartments mean more income for housing associations. However, there is also a lack of small and accessible apartments for older and handicap people in postwar neighbourhoods. Current functions are storage space and bedrooms and storage of the apartments of the 1e floor. Intervention is to replace these functions with four small or two middle units for older or handicapped people, and to replace storage space with garden as protected collective bicycle storage and electricity to provide energy to scoot mobiles and electric bicycles.

7. **Change accessibility of the apartments.** Add an elevator and a gallery on the garden side, and remove the old stair well and add more floor space. Apartments will be extended, and housing associations will have more income.

---

**Figure 6.** VAM walk-up apartment building (1960) with type E3 floorplan. **Top left:** original plan 2e, 3e, and 4e floors. **Bottom left:** original ground floor. **Top right:** new plan 2e, 3e, and 4e floors. **Bottom right:** new plan ground floor. Drawing Leo Oorschot.
Figure 6. VAM walk-up apartment building (1960) with type E3 floorplan. Top left: original plan 2e, 3e, and 4e floors. Bottom left: original ground floor. Top right: new plan 2e, 3e, and 4e floors. Bottom right: new plan ground floor. Drawing Leo Oorschot.

Figure 7. VAM walk-up apartment building (1960) with characteristic façade of dry assemblage of prefabricated construction components as concrete façade elements and window frames. Top left: original street façade; below left: original garden façade. Top right: adaptations on in the new design; below right: glass covered balcony and extension.

People: socio-cultural values, ambition of an attractive and affordable apartment. According to Dutch law, 70 percent of the tenants must agree with the refurbishment. For this reason, housing associations must convince tenants to support renovations, especially regarding quality in the apartment. Furthermore, municipalities and tenants must be convinced that a change in the façade will bring more quality.

8. **Improve legibility architecture street façade.** Adapt the window frames in three variations: original, half-open, and open. Changing the ground floor façade to an open façade.

9. **Adapting kitchen, bathroom, and toilet area.** Extending and/or redesigning this area with new storage/service space and better functional connections.

10. **New spatial arrangement living and bedrooms.** Three options. Original floorplan with living with and two bedrooms. Single person arrangement (1 bedroom and big living), big family arrangement (3 bedrooms, small living).

We summarized the design variations and different interventions in a choice matrix and visualized in questioners list. Housing associations in Den Haag and Amsterdam used these questionnaire lists to provide quantitative data about consumer preferences.
**Figure 8.** Design variations of the VAM walk-up apartment building are categorized in a choice matrix, GTF, for option appraisal. The most common postwar floorplan type E3 designed by the architect E.F. Groosman is used. Graphic by Leo Oorschot.
4.3. Reflections of Architects and Housing Associations on the GTF

Housing associations from Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Den Haag, and Utrecht, and renovation architects, were represented in two workshops, with a test case, on the GTF and results from the questionnaire of the design case. The debate was on the value and priority of the interventions according to the GTF. The following design interventions were preferred by housing association and renovation architects and were based on past experience and listed in succession of importance:

1. Extending or enlarging the building, and making more apartments, for example, an enclosed glass balcony on the garden side. More square meters imply a densification of the neighbourhood, more income for housing associations, lower construction costs, and more possibilities to invest in interventions. Suggestions are to make accessible apartments on the ground floor, to make extensions on the garden side, and to make extensions on the roof.

2. Reducing energy demand by insulating the skin of the building to allow for a low or middle temperature heating system in the apartment, combined with mechanical ventilation. It is possible to apply different types of heat pumps in the future.

3. Improving the outdated kitchen, bathroom, toilet, and storage areas. This is important for the quality of the apartments and allows for the construction of new services systems, fuse box, and shafts.

4. Noise reduction between units; although they are in inhabited state, this is a complex issue to resolve. Technically, the most effective solution would be a floating floor, but is impossible in a fully furnished apartment. A solution could be insulation in the ceiling, i.e., a suspended ceiling.

5. Complex heat systems and installations with renewable energy in the buildings are too expensive and complicated for tenants. Their advice here is to keep it simple and make it collective instead individual. Housing associations are currently using individual heating systems based on natural gas. In the future, it is likely that all apartments will be connected to a heat network of 70 °C and will use external renewable energy.

The following pressing problems have been identified by the partnering housing associations: the lack of new apartments and stagnation of mobility of tenants on the housing market in urban regions, and the lagging of municipalities about the choice of a heat distribution system for each neighbourhood in the future. As pointed out, the most likely option for the postwar housing stock is a regional open heat network (70 °C) and walk-up apartment building upgraded to label B or more.

5. Conclusions: Balancing Sustainability and Cultural Values in Energy Efficient Renovation

This research with the GTF and reflections dealt with balancing sustainability and cultural values in energy efficient renovation of postwar walk-up apartment buildings. In this balance between choices, it appears that tenants prefer the existing street façade and floor plan. The adaptions chosen by tenants were just to bring more quality to the existing floor plans. There was a new interpretation of the outdated kitchen-bathroom-toilet-area and the shallow balcony on the garden side was changed to a bigger glass covered balcony on the garden side. According to housing associations, tenants are indifferent to the addition of expensive galleries and elevators, newly designed facades, or even new floor plans, and prefer simple adaptations to make their dwelling more comfortable, but also to make sustainability visible, such as PV-panels or solar collector, instead of better EPC performance. Furthermore, the research showed that label B, in combination with regional and open heat network, is the most likely approach to provide heat. Even tough carbon neutrality is a still a promise because of the use of EfW as source. In this case, it is not necessary to change the façade radically.

The most important conclusion is that deep renovation of postwar apartment buildings with respect to architectural values is possible in a feasible way on the street façade. Regarding minor adaptions on the street façade, label B is possible. Adaptions on the façade on the garden side are likely because of user preference, extending space, adding service space, and insulation of a part of the
façade. Because the difference between postwar subtypes 3 and 4 was mainly the façade, we could draw this same conclusion for all postwar walk-up apartment buildings.

This conclusion is translated in workshops with housing associations and renovation architects in a strategy and visualized in a Roadmap 2018–2050, as Figure 9 shows. The best and most feasible approach is to adapt postwar walk-up apartment buildings in inhabited state in three intervention steps.

![Figure 9](image)

**Intervention A**—Planet: building renovation in inhabited state. Adapting the building skin and reducing the energy demand, assuming label B or A. Change individual heating to collective block heating with natural gas, with a service plant in the basement or garden. Change natural ventilation to mechanical ventilation with CO$_2$ and moisture detection. Add a glass covered balcony on the garden side with new service space, pipes, and ducts. Replace the fuse box. (This step is the most difficult step because of the confrontation of tenants with a noisy construction process). There are usually vacant apartments or portable cabins available for a few days, if necessary. Profit: Housing associations have the possibility of adding dwellings to postwar buildings on the ground floor, replacing the storage space and apartments on the roof. People: Tenants could choose visible sustainability measures such as a solar collector or PV-panels on the roof.

**Intervention B**—People: apartment renovation or adaption in uninhabited state, in which a tenant moves house. Improve or redesign the kitchen, bathroom, toilet, and storage. Make a floating floor and reduce noise between apartments. Profit: New tenants pay rent according to a new rating system, which was introduced with the Housing Act of 2015. On the other hand, a tenant with a middle-level income who left the dwelling paid more rent than the regulations required from low-income tenants.
**Intervention C**—Planet: exchange heat and energy source when the layout of a regional open heat network in the neighbourhood is ready, or a smart grid with enough capacity is available. Then, connect the building to the distribution network and disconnect natural gas.
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